27 July 1965

Dr. Hall:

Do you really want this to go through USIB? USIB is famous for studying in depth, examining the very specifics which you wish them to avoid.

Why not ask Dr. Brown to show the Carroll memorandum to Admiral Raborn and pulse him on the possibility of having a DCI indorsement outside USIB? Such an indorsement would be every bit as powerful and useful as a USIB action.

PAUL E. WORTHMAN
Colonel, USAF

EYES ONLY
MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: USIB Endorsement of MOL Photographic Capability

Yesterday morning Dr. Hall asked me to help him draft a document to the USIB. He was seeking support for MOL but wants USIB to generalize its statement. He particularly wants to keep USIB out of specifics, such as cost, actual systems, actual resolutions because "that's none of their business."

I drafted the attached letters and discussed them with Dr. McMillan this morning. Dr. McMillan considers Dr. Brown to be his fail-safe against Hall. The covering note to Dr. Hall was prepared by me at Dr. McMillan's suggestion.

PAUL E. WORTHMAN
Colonel, USAF

Attachments